This paper presents some inequalities on generalized Schur complements. Let A be an n Â n (Hermitian) positive semide®nite matrix. Denote by eaa the generalized Schur complement of a principal submatrix indexed by a set a in A. Let e be the Moore± Penrose inverse of A and ke be the eigenvalue vector of A. The main results of this paper are: 1. ke a H P keaa , where a H is the complement of a in f1Y 2Y F F F Y ng. 2. ke r aa T k r eaa for any real number r P 1X 3. g Ã egaa T g Ã aa ea H gaa for any matrix C of certain properties on partitioning. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Introduction
The Schur complements have appeared to be a useful tool in the study of matrix theory and its applications to statistics. A great deal of work on the topic has been done by a number of authors. Readers are referred to Haynsworth [7±9] for initial work on the subject, Carlson et al. [6] on the Schur complements in terms of Moore±Penrose inverse (generalized Schur complements), Cottle [5] for manifestations of Schur complements, Ando [2] on generalized Schur complements, Lyapunov stability, Styan [11] on Schur complements and linear statistical models, Bapat [3] using Schur complements to re®ne the Oppenheim's inequality, Butler and Morley [4] on the equivalence of six generalized Schur complements, Smith [12] on interlacing eigenvalues of Schur complements, and econometrics, and Wang and Zhang [14] on Schur complements and Hadamard products.
Considerable interest in recent work on (generalized) Schur complements has been witnessed. See the references for extensive studies and applications in the area.
The purpose of this paper is to present some new matrix (eigenvalue) inequalities on generalized Schur complements of positive semide®nite matrices.
To begin with, let a and b be proper index subsets of f1Y 2Y F F F Y ng. For any n Â n complex matrix A, denote by eaY b, or simply ea if a b, the submatrix of A lying in rows a and columns b. Let a H be the complement of a in f1Y 2Y F F F Y ng. Evidently, there exists a permutation matrix P such that T e ea eaY a
where T is the transpose of P. We may assume that A is the block matrix; the results carry over to the general case via permutations.
The generalized Schur complement of the principal submatrix ea in A is de®ned and denoted as follows:
where ea is the Moore±Penrose inverse of matrix ea. The Schur complements (in case ea is nonsingular) and generalized Schur complements, studied by a number of authors, have applications in statistics, applied mathematics and other ®elds (see the references). It can be shown that the Moore±Penrose inverse ea in (1) may be replaced by any f1g-generalized inverse ea 1 when A is positive semide®nite; in other words, eaa is independent of choice of the {1}-generalized inverse in the de®nition when A is positive semide®nite.
We shall use two well-known facts: First (see, e.g., [1] for every f1g-generalized inverse e 1 of A. The identity (2) is equivalent to Rf Re; that is, the column space of B is contained in that of A. And also (3) is equivalent to Rg Ã Re Ã , where Ã means conjugate transpose.
It is easy to see, with this fact, that if A is an n-square positive semide®nite matrix, then A is transformed into ea È eaa by congruence. In symbols, with k standing for the number of the elements contained in a,
It follows that if A is positive semide®nite, then so is eaa. This does not generalize to the Moore±Penrose inverse; that is, it is not true in general that e a P ea X Thus the generalized Schur complement is not simply an extension of the Schur complement. This paper deals with, using a continuity argument, the inequalities of the generalized Schur complements of positive semide®nite matrices. Notice that eaa P 0. Let be a unitary matrix such that
Eigenvalue inequalities of Schur complements
On the other hand, by (7) and the property of f1g-generalized inverses, we have
P 0 for some matrices g and i. It follows, by the eigenvalue interlacing theorem on principal submatrices ([10, p. 185]) that ke a H P keaa X Ã Note that identity (7) saying that e a H is some f1g-generalized inverse of eaa, generalizes (5) for positive de®nite matrices.
We now turn our attention to matrix powers. It is known from [13] that for e P 0 and r P 1
For the analog of Schur complements we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. vet e P 0F hen for ny numer r P 1
Proof. If e is nonsingular, the assertion follows, since, by (5),
An application of (8) then gives (9) for the nonsingular case.
Suppose that e is singular. We ®rst show that the limit representation for the Schur complement eaa:
Let be a unitary matrix such that
where h b 0 is a diagonal matrix. Then for any e b 0, by computation and (2),
Notice that e P f b 0 A eaa P faa. This can be extended to the singular case by the above representation.
Since e es b 0 for every e b 0, we have, by the nonsingular case, ke r aa T ke es r aa T k r e esaaX Letting e 3 0 implies the desired inequality. Ã Remark 1. It can be shown for e P 0 and r P 1 that
and that, by the eigenvalue interlacing theorem on principal submatrices again, k t e P k t e 1ar aa r P k t eaa P k t e r aa 1ar P k tk e 11
for each t 1Y F F F Y n À k, where k is the number of elements contained in a. In addition, if eY fY g and h are matrices of appropriate sizes such that e P 0, f P 0, Rg Re and Rh Rf, then
and (by Schur theorem on Hadamard product of positive semide®nite matrices)
It follows by taking the Schur complement that
These two results have appeared in [14] for the case eY f b 0. Note that, unlike the nonsingular case, e f T e f is not true in general.
Ordinary products and Schur complements
It is easy to construct an example that e 3 aa and eaa 3 are not comparable for an e b 0. Thus in general for eY f b 0, fefaa and faa eaa faa are not comparable. We have, however, for e b 0 and f P 0 of the same size fe À1 faa T faa eaa À1 faaX 12
A more general result is the following.
Theorem 3. vet e P 0 nd let g e n n Â n omplex mtrixF sf 
